FUNDRAISING.
FAST FORWARD.

What foundations want
An interview with Ken Marotte, Senior Writer and Managing
Director at AC Fitzgerald. Ken’s years of experience with
foundations and proposal writing have secured millions of
dollars in gifts for our nonprofit clients.
When should nonprofits reach out to foundations?

Kenneth Marotte III

Do your due diligence before
putting pen to paper. Identify innovative programs to pitch. Think
through those programs with an
eye toward strategy and deliverables. Learn your way around a
990. And be thoughtful as you
pinpoint and prioritize your foundation prospects.

its don’t write grants. They write proposals, and if all
goes well, they receive grants in return. It may seem
trivial, but using the right word in the right situation is
important in our business.
Visit acfitzgerald.com for more tips on approaching
foundations.

Can nonprofits submit a proposal as a first step?
In most cases, no. While some foundations are open
to proposals at the outset – and they’ll indicate as
much on their 990s or websites – most prefer a
lighter touch first, whether a letter of inquiry, mutual
introduction, or something similar.
Which section of a proposal is most important?
Ideally, you should devote strong and careful attention to every part of your proposal. That said, you
should be especially painstaking about your executive summary, program plan, and metrics.
What if a nonprofit doesn’t accomplish a project as
promised?
Develop a forward-looking recovery plan, call the
foundation, and be honest. Most will extend mercy.
But take special pains not to let it happen again
Anything else we should know?
While the phrase “grant writing” has taken on a life of
its own, it’s a bit of a misnomer. Technically, nonprof-
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Fundraising
Fast Forward
Tips

1

Always answer the big three. Why is your
project important? How will it be accomplished? And how much will it cost?

2

Follow the guidelines. If a foundation requests a certain format or word limit, follow
it. Doing so demonstrates consideration for
foundation staff and a willingness to play by
the rules.

3

Keep it compelling. Just because foundations
have to distribute their funds doesn’t mean
they want to support your nonprofit. Ensure
that your case is timely and urgent. Make the
board think twice about passing on your work.

4

Personalize your proposal. Each foundation is different—and every proposal should
reflect this reality.

5

Work from large to small. It’s easier to
abridge than expand. Complete your full proposal before tackling your executive summary and letter of inquiry.
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Approaching foundations
In 2018, Linda Childears, president and CEO of the Daniels Fund, appeared on a panel
with Ann Fitzgerald at the Philanthropy Roundtable Annual Meeting. Linda shared her
do’s and don’ts for nonprofits seeking foundation grants.

Do

Don’t

èè Figure out what the foundation funds

èè Send a “shot in the dark” without reviewing foundation guidelines or speaking to the staff

èè Understand that priorities are set by the board
and/or the donor
èè Build ongoing relationships with foundations and
provide timely updates
èè Send an application, not a book
èè Explain items in financial information, especially
losses and variances

èè Do a bait and switch such as ask for a meeting to
give an update and then bring along a proposal
èè Go around the program officer and contact board
members, especially after being rejected
èè Make grandiose claims that are unsubstantiated
èè Hide your board members

èè Recognize that it takes time for foundation staff to
review and evaluate proposals

èè Feel entitled to a grant just because you received
one in the past

èè Take seriously the grant agreement and send
regular reports

èè Go overboard on donor recognition, but do thank
the foundation

èè Form a healthy partnership based on clear expectations, mutual respect and professionalism,
regular communication and transparent
information

èè Badger foundations to sponsor tables at events

What we’re writing

What we’re reading

What we’re saying

“Persuasive Proposal Writing: 100 Tips and Techniques” by Ann C. Fitzgerald.
This resource guide is based
on more than two decades of
experience with grantmaking
foundations. Download your
free copy at acfitzgerald.com/
persuasive-proposal-writing

In Thank You for Submitting
Your Proposal: A Foundation Director Reveals What
Happens Next author Martin
Teitel uses his experience
as both a grantmaker and a
grant seeker to advise how
to navigate a foundation’s
proposal process.

Recent talks by the ACF team:
“Fundraising Techniques Everyone Can Learn”, Leadership Program of the Rockies,
July 2019
“Fundraising 101: Where do
I start?” , Mercatus Center’s
University Summit, July 2019

Partnering with nonprofits to build capacity, break through plateaus and fast forward fundraising teams
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